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The Truth About Crypto 2022-05-10

a straightforward practical guide to the newest frontier in investment strategy crypto from 1

new york times bestselling author and personal finance expert ric edelman blockchain and

bitcoin are here to stay and as the bank of england stated this new technology could

transform the global financial system no wonder pwc says blockchain technology will add 2

trillion to the world s 80 trillion economy by 2030 indeed blockchain technology and the digital

assets it makes possible are revolutionary the most profound innovation for commerce since

the invention of the internet and yet the average investor and the investment advisors who

manage two thirds of all their money aren t aware of all this or of the incredible investment

opportunities now available fortunately ric edelman one of the most influential experts in the

financial field shows investors how they can engage and thrive in today s new investment

marketplace featuring the prophetic insights you d expect from one of most acclaimed

financial advisors the truth about crypto is fun to read and easy to understand and most

importantly gives readers the sound practical advice we all need to succeed with this new

asset class best of all edelman shows how blockchain works the difference between digital

currency and digital assets and a comprehensive look at every aspect of the field this book is

a must read guide if you want to achieve investment success today

The Truth about Crypto 2022-08-17

cryptocurrency blockchain bitcoin has and will exist but many advisors and financiers are

currently not aware of the trust and potential investment opportunities in this area the book will

explain how blockchain works and demonstrate that investors investors can participate and

develop in the new market cryptocurrency

From the Professor 2019-08-07

the best cryptocurrency book ever this book offers an eye opening guide to everything you

need to know about cryptocurrency our future money before investing you will learn the
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evolution myths truth pros and cons and the value of cryptocurrency the trading procedures

risks and return the government s role and choosing quality cryptocurrency for you to make

safe profits the author is a professor and research is her forte she is always on her lookout for

valuable and up to date research topics to benefit society in recent years she has been

allocating a massive amount of time and resources scrutinizing cryptocurrency our future

money this book is written based on sound research it s simple to read buy this book

Beyond the Hype-The Truth about Cryptocurrencies' Downsides

and Dangers 2023-05-06

are you considering investing in cryptocurrencies with so much hype and excitement

surrounding digital assets it s easy to get caught up in the promise of massive returns and

forget about the potential risks and downsides that s where beyond the hype the truth about

cryptocurrencies downsides and dangers comes in this book is a comprehensive guide to

understanding the pitfalls and risks of cryptocurrency investment giving you the tools and

knowledge you need to make informed decisions about your financial future in this book you ll

learn about the many dangers and downsides of cryptocurrencies from market volatility and

security risks to the potential for fraud and scams you ll also gain a deep understanding of the

underlying technology behind cryptocurrencies including blockchain and smart contracts and

learn how these innovative technologies are changing the way we think about money whether

you re an experienced investor or just starting out beyond the hype is a must read guide to

navigating the complex and rapidly evolving world of cryptocurrencies you ll learn about

different types of digital assets including bitcoin ethereum and nfts and gain a practical

understanding of how to evaluate them and use them for online purchases and transactions

but this book isn t just a warning about the risks of cryptocurrency investment it s also a call

to action for investors businesses and policymakers to take a more thoughtful and responsible

approach to digital assets you ll learn about the impact of cryptocurrencies on society and the

economy and explore the potential of blockchain technology to transform everything from

supply chain management to voting systems if you re considering investing in cryptocurrencies
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don t make a move until you ve read beyond the hype this book is an essential guide to

understanding the risks and potential rewards of digital assets and will help you make

informed decisions about your financial future so why wait order your copy today and start

navigating the world of cryptocurrencies with confidence

The Truth Machine: The Blockchain and the Future of

Everything 2018-03-22

from the authors of the fascinating the age of cryptocurrency comes the definitive work on the

internet s next big thing the blockchain

Myths Vs. Facts Of Cryptocurrency 2021-11-10

myths vs facts of cryptocurrency a beginner s guide to understanding cryptocurrencies

blockchain technology the birth of bitcoin in 2009 gave rise to a new worldwide and

unrestricted currency and movement that wouldn t fully be recognized until ten years later with

over 10 000 digital currencies and altcoins at the writing of this it s key to understand what

cryptocurrency and blockchain technology are so you know where we re headed for the future

and you can be informed accordingly whether you want to invest into crypto or you re seeking

more knowledge because it s all you can hear about these days this book will provide

valuable insights if you do any cursory search you ll find the topic of cryptocurrency is littered

with reports of fraudulent scams and illegal activity many will even claim it s volatile and

extremely risky and to avoid at all costs however the goal of this book is not to serve as an

investment guide or financial advice but rather to educate beginners and those just getting

into the investment and technology space of cryptocurrency so they know what to look for

what to avoid and how to make a sound decision regardless of what investment you choose

cryptocurrency is not illegal but there are many who will exploit the ignorant for their personal

gain despite these situations more and more financial governmental business and investor

entities are getting involved with crypto this sheds light on the powerful utility of cryptocurrency
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beyond its mere monetary value for selling and buying goods it goes well beyond that and

could pave the way for an exciting new future as we shift to 3 0 in myths vs facts of

cryptocurrency you will discover the birth of cryptocurrency a snapshot into the world of

cryptocurrency terms definitions of cryptocurrency the value of cryptocurrency cryptocurrencies

versus physical fiat currencies what you should know cryptocurrency versus the financial

market the relevance of cryptocurrencies industries top myths hard facts about

cryptocurrencies mindful investing in cryptocurrency blockchain cryptocurrencies thoughts on

crypto s utility to use or not to use i do not want you to fall victim to fraudulent schemes due

to naivety or lack of appropriate information or research before delving into the world of

cryptocurrency my hope is that this book will serve as your starting block a guide into what

cryptocurrency is and what it isn t the future is a bright one and full of opportunities when you

plan and possess the necessary information and trust to make sound decisions and choices

Bitcoin & Blockchain 2018-03-22

the world has been gripped by the words bitcoin alongside with the cryptocurrency they

spread round and captivated everybody as it was with the advent of internet it looks quite

complicated to gain an understanding of these things but we wrote this book to give the clear

explanation for cryptocurrency phenomenon the book does not give only simple explanations

to bitcoin system but provides answers for the variety of questions like bitcoin and blockchain

connection the importance of the blockchain it covers issues of cryptocurrency trading and

cryptocurrency investing you will be able to dive on this technology and be a confident user

figure out what is the bitcoin mining and how does the blockchain technology work all these

and lots of other useful information is included into the book learn what are basic needs to

start the virtual trading and what are the benefits of this find out how to choose the trading

platform and the best tips for investors own the bitcoin blockchain book and start the new way

of earning money
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Blockchain Mining 2018-12-16

if you want to join the blockchain revolution that s taking the world of finance by storm then

keep reading it s not a secret that many big online platforms are investing in blockchain

technology and cryptocurrencies even if the bitcoin value drops down to 3400usd the big

online platforms still see a future in this book you will discover how bitcoin mining works solo

mining vs pool mining and which one you should choose how to start bitcoin mining the secret

criteria to select the most profitable coins to mine in 2019 and further mining strategies for

making profits crypto mining features you re not probably using bitcoin wallets where to buy

bitcoins discover how you can avoid the 5 most expensive mistakes and much much more

blockchain mining is your guide through the seemingly complex world of bitcoin providing the

knowledge you need this book provides essential detail to get you started you can start an

investment portfolio even if you literally have no money and if you want to discover the

secrets and tactics about blockchain mining that the big players use scroll up and click the

add to cart button

The Surprising Truth About Ethereum 2017-12-21

if you want to make money on cryptocurrency but you think bitcoin is too overrated and

expensive then keep reading companies like cisco deloitte hewlett packard jpmorgan

mastercard and microsoft are all betting on ethereum and not on bitcoin and when a project is

being supported by big companies it is more likely to increase in price over time the price of

eth on january 2017 is 5 8 by january 2018 it s 1 359 that s a 235 increase in a year what will

be it s value a year from now would you let yourself be left behind again if you missed bitcoin

then ethereum is your chance it is not as expensive as bitcoin and the projects they have are

promising you see when you invest in cryptocurrency you invest in the people behind the

technology and with ethereum you can not go wrong it continues to be one of the most stable

coins being consistent on the top 2 spot and ethereum became the platform of choice for ico

d digital assets that means every new cryptocurrency that goes is based upon it so if you are
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looking for a cryptocurrency that has the possibility of staying for so many years then

ethereum is the way to go i have to be honest learning this whole cryptocurrency bitcoin and

altcoins can be confusing no worries though we can start with ethereum i got you in this book

we ll cover supereasy ways to make money on ethereum why buy ethereum than bitcoin step

by step tutorial on buying your first eth understanding the terminologies what makes eth a

valuable investment decide if it is right form of investment for you avoid scams and false

promises how to buy and sell ethereum with one click what everyone must know about

ethereum mistakes you need to avoid when you want to trade profitably step by step ways so

can start mining eth how to start investing on a limited budget interesting facts i bet you never

knew about ethereum know when to hodl and when to go out to earn profitably and much

much more plus you ll also get free instant access to a free report on how to double your

money with cryptocurrency by understanding bitcoin you will no longer be limited to the old fiat

currencies that we used no longer will the bank can control the way you spend money and the

best thing your money can multiply fast if you have the proper knowledge to do so so if you

are still on the edge of trying and feel that it s too late you still have time see the difference in

one week or your money back if you follow the chapters in this guide and feel that it didn t

reach your expectations simply click one button within 7 days and amazon will return 100 of

your money so if you want to never worry about missing out on ethereum just scroll up click

the buy now button and start your crypto journey today

Truth behind crypto. 2022-12-01

wonderful book but it is exact and true facts has been explained everyone should know it

before practicing digital currencies

From The Professor: The Whole Truth Of Cryptocurrency: The

Best Cryptocurrency Book Ever! 2019-12-08

why is everyone talking about cryptocurrency what s the big deal about cryptocurrency this
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book offers an eye opening guide to everything you need to know about cryptocurrency our

future money before investing you will learn about 1 the evolution of currency 2 the myths and

the truth of cryptocurrency 3 the pros and cons of investing cryptocurrency 4 the value of

cryptocurrency 5 the trading procedures 6 the risks and return 7 the government s role on

cryptocurrency 8 the correct techniques to choose a quality cryptocurrency to make safe

profitsand more the author is a professor and research is her forte she is always on her

lookout for valuable and up to date research topics to benefit the society in recent years she

has been allocating a massive amount of time and resources scrutinizing the cryptocurrency

our future money this book is written based on recent sound research it s simple to read buy

this book

Crypto Profit 2020-01-07

this eye opening book explains why contrary to what most people believe investing in

cryptocurrencies is actually a good idea in fact cryptos are on track to be the best investment

opportunity of the 21st century author peter bryant the crypto prof is an experienced

professional investor he has achieved significant profits by investing in cryptocurrencies and

has helped his clients to do the same now he presents his case for trading and investing in

cryptos and explains how to do so safely and successfully in this book bryant explains in clear

non technical language what bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies actually are why they are

rapidly gaining acceptance and the best ways to invest in them the book is written for sceptics

and doubters patiently addressing all of the common objections and dispelling the myths

surrounding these little understood new ways of transacting value the investment strategies

are presented as clear simple step by step guides that anyone can follow welcome to the truth

about crypto profit

The Inconvenient Truth about Bitcoin 2024-03-26

the inconvenient truth about bitcoin is a revealing work that plunges the reader into the depths

of the world s most enigmatic and discussed cryptocurrency this bold book unveils the veil of
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bitcoin transforming its image of utopian promise of a new financial system into a detailed

scrutiny of its more controversial and obscured facets with an incisive approach and an

immersive narrative the author unravels bitcoin s complexity revealing it as fertile ground for

schemes that resemble more of a pyramid scam than the often proclaimed financial revolution

from the analysis of its transactional slowness to the exploration of its volatile nature passing

through the myth of decentralization and environmental impact this book leaves no stone

unturned each chapter offers a critical and nuanced insight challenging the reader to question

what they think they know about bitcoin and cryptocurrencies the play not only criticizes the

technical and structural aspects of bitcoin but also exposes how certain actors exploit the

cryptocurrency for personal enrichment obscuring the truth behind a veil of technological

optimism the inconvenient truth about bitcoin is more than a book it is an invitation to critical

thinking a call to look beyond the glossy surface of cryptocurrencies it is a must read for those

seeking to understand the real challenges and dilemmas that bitcoin presents beyond

sensational headlines and promises of quick wealth prepare to embark on a journey that will

transform your understanding of bitcoin and equip you with the knowledge to navigate the

complex landscape of cryptocurrencies with open eyes and a questioning mind

Crypto Decrypted 2023-05-04

break through your crypto curiosity and uncover why blockchain innovation will revolutionize

our economy culture and the future of investing as well as how to navigate it safely between

the booms crashes jargon and flashy memes blockchain technology and digital assets have

not been easy for ordinary investors to understand hopeful investors in blockchain digital

assets and crypto everywhere have a lengthy list of questions and the list keeps getting

longer and more nuanced but who do they turn to for answers in crypto decrypted tradecraft

capital s jake ryan and james diorio decrypt a new world that is hidden in plain view

accessible currently to folks in the know this book is for anyone who finds themselves lost in

the blockchain babble exploring and explaining not only how to participate but the often

overlooked reasons why this new technology is relevant to every human being ryan and diorio
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dive in deeply debunking common myths clarifying major breakthroughs that are often

disregarded and providing easy to understand answers for both crypto newbies and

blockchain enthusiasts so they can move beyond the short term to explore what great

opportunities lie ahead for blockchain technologies while providing approaches to investing

more safely and soundly so that you too can profit from this technological revolution you will

learn the basics of blockchain technology which will allow you to better navigate this new

world the truth that debunks the six most common myths about crypto and blockchain what

the byzantine generals problem is why it is important and how it will impact your future why

blockchain technology is so important and how it is relevant to you yes you the ways in which

blockchain innovation will transform our financial systems our economy and society itself how

to participate in lower risk approaches in investing in digital assets to diversify your retirement

portfolio why the information age is over and that we ve already begun a new long wave

economic cycle the age of autonomy what the autonomous economy will look like in the

coming years and how it will impact us just as the internet revolutionized our world decades

ago blockchain technology will impact every person and businesses on the planet for the

better in the decades to come

The Bitcoin Saga: Tales from 1001 Blocks: Learn the

Unfiltered Truth about Bitcoin and Why It Will Change the

Future While Making a Lot 2018-12-13

get the paperback and recieve the kindle ebook for free are you interested in investing in

bitcoin want to learn how it works but you aren t sure if this whole bitcoin thing isn t just a big

scam and you might lose all your investment because it has no future anyway if your answer

is yes then this book is for you bitcoin generally has a bad reputation it s just used by

terrorists to move untraceable money used by shady companies to launder money it is way

too volatile and it s mostly used by weird it nerds anyway so why should you invest your hard

earned money into this this is a key feature of the bitcoin saga tm i wrote this book to come
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clear with all these myths and sagas around bitcoin and on top of that i put actionable info

into it on how to invest in the cryptocurrency market in a profitable way this book will arm you

with the necessary tools to make money in this space simple and easy this book is designed

for beginners if you already know everything about bitcoin you should still buy it and give it to

friends which don t i proudly present the bitcoin saga tales from 1001 blocks tm it s a very

simple fast and easy to understand guide on how to invest in bitcoin you will learn the current

money what s wrong with the existing hard cash why do we need a new currency tales from

1001 blocks learn the unfiltered truth about all the myths around bitcoin co some of them are

true and others stem from a magic lamp what is bitcoin literally what bitcoin is how it works

what the blockchain is and what it has to do with bitcoin itself digital crystal ball we take a

look in a crystal ball how would the future with bitcoin look like can it even be our future and

what is possible with it descendants bitcoin isn t the only cryptocurrency there are a lot of

other coins with which you can technically make even more money in this chapter you will

learn what the so called altcoins are the poor man s david and goliath traditional banks are

fighting against bitcoin co but why do they care why are they afraid who will win this fight and

what implications will this have for you oldschool bitcoin can we use bitcoin in our current

financial system is it worth it or do we really need to switch it completely tax haven bitcoin you

can ditch taxes by investing in bitcoin to some degree but you have to be careful this can

backfire which is why you will learn in this chapter how to do it properly the 10

commandments i coined the 10 commandments of a cryptoinvestor in the bitcoin saga these

are 10 rules you should keep in mind and act upon when investing in this market this chapter

also contains actionable advise on how to start where to start with bitcoin and with how much

trust me 50 is enough i explain how and much more this is the ultimate beginners book it

covers everything you need to know about bitcoin and how to invest in it simple and usable

this book might make you rich get started with bitcoin with just one click

Cryptocurrency 2017-12-07

it all began with bitcoin the revolution is now unstoppable which cryptocurrency will become
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the new dollar the market of cryptocurrencies has now reached over 350 billion dollar in

evaluation it is a remarkable achievement since now this industry is bigger than mcdonald s

and pepsi if this phenomenon could be left outside the media a few years ago now it is

impossible to deny that there is a true revolution in act if you have never heard about the term

cryptocurrency you might be wondering what it is a popular definition states that a

cryptocurrency is a currency that operates trough a decentralized system the blockchain is

anonymous for the most part and it is not backed up by physical coins it is easy to understand

why so much attention is going into this space especially since bitcoin crossed 10 000 in

november the general public however often is not aware of the fact that there are more than

1300 cryptocurrencies in circulation and that most of the are going to disappear in the next

few months there is this aura around cryptos that either showcase the next big thing or the

quintessence of evil in reality as it happens most of the times the truth stands in the middle it

is true that there are projects based on the blokchain that are scams but this does not mean

to underestimate the value of cryptos like bitcoin ethereum litecoin and neo just to name a few

of the meaningful applications that have seen the light in the past two years with his flawless

style and his profound knowledge corey managed to put together a simple yet efficient

approach to introduce people to the world of blockchain and cryptos this manual goes into

well researched and newbie friendly reflections about the most important aspects of

cryptocurrencies such as what is a cryptocurrency basic knowledge of cryptocurrency

language what are altcoins what is an ico how many cryptocurrencies are there main

cryptocurrencies how do you store cryptocurrencies chapter 8 exchanges short term trading

and long term investing how to build a profitable portfolio determining a cryptocurrency s

future power by reading this book you not only get a better understanding of cryptocurrencies

world in general but you get access to powerful information that provide a 360 education

disclaimer this book is not for you if your goal is to get a quick and superficial grasp of cryptos

corey fully believes in this new financial system and wanted to offer a complete education

trough this manual while still letting the average joe to understand it easily do you want to

understand the world of cryptos and join the financial revolution this book will accelerate your

education join thousands of readers and get this book today bonus by purchasing the physical
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book you get the kindle version for free do not miss it

The Grim Truth about Bitcoin 2018-09-18

this book is a large print format paperback using an 18 pt arial font this book cuts through all

of the propaganda that is espoused and promulgated by the devotees of the that which is

called bitcoin this book explains to you exactly what bitcoin is and more importantly what it is

not the author explains why bitcoin is not a currency why bitcoin is not a commodity why

bitcoin is not an asset above all by reading this book it should be clear why you should not

spend any of your hard earned money purchasing bitcoin no htmlthis book cuts through all of

the propaganda that is espoused and promulgated by the devotees of the that which is called

bitcoin this book explains to you exactly what bitcoin is and more importantly what it is not the

author explains why bitcoin is not a currency why bitcoin is not a commodity why bitcoin is not

an asset above all by reading this book it should be clear why you should not spend any of

your hard earned money purchasing bitcoin

Bitcoin 2020-08-27

the following topics are included in this 2 book combo book 1 bitcoin can be confusing some

people lose money while others become rich with it and typically if you make something it

means someone else lost something and vice versa so how do you become a winner in this

game do you buy and hold start day trading well although there are many variables that go

into this it will definitely help to understand what cryptocurrency is all about the background of

the hype will be a basis that you can use to make more accurate clever investment decisions

how to avoid scams use better strategies and foresee the future book 2 this is a special book

that will reveal the truth to you behind the hype bitcoin has been such a volatile currency that

many people are confused some are filthy rich and others have lost everything what has

made some people millionaires or even billionaires and what has made other foolishly or

unfortunately lose their cash in this some of the answers to these complicated questions can

be found in this book we ll go over some real life examples of wealthy individuals who cashed
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in at the right time bitcoin s bullish history some advice the richest bitcoin investors have

given us and lots more be more educated now so you can comprehend what you re getting

yourself into

The Devil Made Crypto: Seeking The Truth About Why People

Throw Shade On Cryptocurrency 2022-12-17

the devil made crypto is a constructive exploration of the stakes for crypto freedom of

innovation and the free market economy written by lerntt blockchain learning space founder

and blockchain professional andrew jenkins this is your guide to understanding the players

building and manipulating a system poised for mass adoption

Black Market Cryptocurrencies 2014-06-13

worldwide 1 8 billion people earn their living in the black market the black market accounts for

23 of the global gdp the vast majority of the global black market is currently conducted in cash

but a new slate of anonymous cryptocurrencies offers to give greater speed and security to

black market transactions darknet marketplaces like the silk road already conduct billions of

dollars in transactions and growth looks likely to continue outside the black market people are

becoming more concerned with their online privacy following edward snowden s disclosures of

invasive nsa surveillance bitcoin users are becoming aware that they are not truly anonymous

and are turning their attention to anonymous cryptocurrencies with finite supplies and growing

demand the valuation for these anonymous cryptocurrencies could skyrocket the future looks

bright for black market cryptocurrencies black market cryptocurrencies is the first and most

comprehensive book published about the emerging space of anonymous currencies the book

starts with the global trends pushing up the valuation of these altcoins including the growth of

the global black market countercyclicality of the black market and hedging ability of these

currencies and the rise of darknet marketplaces and online gambling the book then looks at

each of the major anonymous cryptocurrency contenders including darkcoin drk x11coin xc
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fedoracoin tips dark wallet zerocoin zerocash anoncoin anc neutrino ntr razorcoin rzr cryptcoin

crypt safecoin safe cloakcoin cloak libertycoin xlb cryptonote monero xmr bytecoin bcn

ducknote xdn fantomcoin fcn quazarcoin qcn boolberry bbr monetaverde mcn aeon aeon the

book finishes with methods of staying anonymous while using these cryptocurrencies and an

analysis of who might win the race to become the worlds first widely adopted anonymous

cryptocurrency for people wishing to purchase the book pseudoanonymously using bitcoins it

is for sale on willmartin com

Cryptocurrency Encyclopedia: the comprehensive guide through

the 100 most important cryptocurrencies 2019-10-25

the cryptocurrency market is a very diverse place where it is hard to find reliable information

moreover it is nearly impossible to find all the important facts about more than one project in

one place cryptocurrency encyclopedia was written to solve this problem and create the first

comfortable all in one source of knowledge for cryptocurrency investors and traders the

cryptocurrency encyclopedia comprehensively describes the top 100 most important

cryptocurrencies arranging them by project utility reliability team engagement and fundamental

and speculative value this summary of the cryptocurrency market is sure to help any investor

find prime investment opportunities what is more all the information are checked in terms of

reliability contain technical specifications and evaluate the community outlook the book also

details the principles of blockchain technology in an easy to understand form allowing the

entry to every class of investor from beginner to an advanced crypto hodler the book

describes the 101 most important cryptocurrencies by their function advantages disadvantages

team engagement fundamental and speculative value the projects are divided into categories

as follows classic cryptocurrencies bitcoin litecoin bitcoin cash bitcoin sv monero dash

etheruem classic dogecoin zcash decred bitcoin gold bitcoin diamond bytecoin algorand

monacoin energi verge zilliqa contracts and token platforms ethereum eos cardano tron

chainlink neo gas qtum educare digibyte komodo rif token wax gram exchange based tokens

binance coin unus sed leo huobi token kucoin shares zb synthetix network token nash
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exchange digitex futures qash cryptocurrency integration platforms xrp stellar nem newton

libra alternative blockchain coins cosmos ontology ontology gas vechain v systems lisk nano

holo waves icon quant hypercash iost ardor crypto fiat transactions platforms crypto com mco

crypterium pundi x nexo electroneum stablecoins dai usd coin paxos standard true usd stasis

euro tether all other major cryptoprojects tezos maker hedgetrade basic attention token 0x

ravencoin omisego abbc coin augur bittorrent karatgold coin bitshares theta maidsafecoin

siacoin lambda bytom metaverse etp steem golem enjin coin status reddcoin loopring

decentreland civic district0x populous

Cryptocurrency 1x1 - the Guide to Financial Freedom

2021-03-19

cryptocurrency 1x1 the guide to financial freedom eee how you deeply understand blockchain

invest in cryptocurrencies and achieve maximum return incl bitcoin altcoin and more face it no

one is comfortable with being broke if it doesn t make you live in perpetual lack and frustration

it will fizzle out every ray of hope that s left for you but that s by the way there is a better

more enticing fact and here s it you can live constantly above lack and enjoy financial

breakthrough without having to play fast and loose this book is set to introduce you to the

hard facts about cryptocurrency that would change your financial trajectory count the book

cryptocurrency 1 1 the guide to financial freedom out of the many how to books out there that

do not really work in here you will find all you need to know to become a crypto expert and

trade successfully no stress no expense among a lot of other revealing tips and tricks this

book contains an easy to grasp explanation of crypto currency how to deeply understand

block chain a step by step guide on how to invest in cryptocurrencies and achieve maximum

return pitfalls to watch out for and how to avoid them and much more get a copy now and

take your first step on a journey that leads to financial freedom
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The Crypto-Millionaire Handbook 2018-01-20

i ve been fortunate enough to be able to partner up with amazon for a limited time to offer you

double value on this book because amazon has included the crypto millionaire handbook in

their kindle matchbook program now when you purchase the paperback version of this book

you get the kindle version for free don t wait claim your offer today the crypto millionaire

handbook how you can turn a 1 000 investment into over 1 millionaire by trading and

investing in cryptocurrencies is the ultimate guide that will teach you the ins and outs of

investing in and trading cryptocurrencies for profit this handy manual unveils the secrets that

will show you how to turn the cryptocurrency market into a goldmine of profits this book will

teach you what a cryptocurrency is why you should invest in cryptocurrencies the truth behind

the myths the blockchain technology bitcoin and altcoins the advantages and disadvantages of

trading cryptocurrencies the different kinds of cryptocurrency wallets how to keep your wallet

safe and secure the criteria to look for in a trading broker powerful and effective strategies

that can significantly turn the odds in your favor how to mine cryptocurrencies best practices

the successful trader s mindset today more and more people are eager to learn how to make

money with cryptocurrencies indeed investing in cryptocurrencies is probably the best

investment decision that you can ever make there are already people around the globe who

have attained financial freedom by taking advantage of the cryptocurrency market this is your

chance to make a difference and make positive changes in your life scroll up and click buy

now to begin reading and learning today don t forget to take advantage of amazon s free

ebook offer and purchase a physical copy of this book

Crypto Confessions The Shocking 15 Stories that Changed the

World 2024-03-05

with real stories the world of crypto is explained to you the book describes 15 real stories in a

very interesting and engaging way this eye opening book will show you the truth behind the

crypto world who can benefit from this book general public anyone with no knowledge and
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experience youtubers and bloggers digital creators can earn millions of dollars by making

videos and blogs with its help you can get assistance but do not copy and paste material to

avoid copyright strikes teachers int students global students can succeed in the crypto space

by learning about real problems risks successes and failures in this world entrepreneurs

entrepreneurs will learn how to avoid the mistakes others have made and lose capital the

book addresses the crypto world s challenges difficulties risks and successes in the viral true

crypto stories the author revealed some of the following facts the impact of initiatives that

changed ordinary and poor people s lives why did people s capital sink and how did they

become rich how did a poor girl become a millionaire crypto youtuber how did a poker player

become the owner of the world s largest cryptocurrency exchange how did a fake lover steal

his beloved s cryptocurrency how did the world s first american couple live on bitcoin for the

first 100 days of their marriage why was tv star kim kardashian penalized with a fine of 1 26

million dollars for promoting a cryptocurrency what was the reason behind the hacker

returning millions of dollars worth of stolen cryptocurrencies why did terra luna the most

successful currency sink and the 500 billion crypto market crash how cryptocurrency trading

can lead to addiction how did the wife plan to kill her husband using bitcoin how and why did

the world s biggest bitcoin heist occur why did a computer programmer give 10 000 bitcoins

for just two pizzas and there is more to mention the manuscript contains a wide range of

important events and facts that are crucial to the real world

Cryptocurrency 2017-09-04

discover how you can make money from cryptocurrency even if you re a complete novice

between 2010 and 2017 the price of bitcoin rose from 0 07 to over 4 000 an increase of 5

714 190 that s the equivalent of buying 1 share of apple stock today and that very same

share being worth an astonishing 9 1 million in just 7 short years but the bitcoin ship has

sailed right aren t the best days of cryptocurrency over think again in fact there is no better

time than now to get involved in the cryptocurrency market this year those who bought

ethereum in january saw the price rise from 8 06 to a peak of 356 an increase of a whopping
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4316 or what about litecoin which rose 1788 from 4 33 to 81 78 in 2017 in the same time

frame the snp 500 rose a mere 10 25 and that was a good year for the market gold only rose

10 16 in the same time period this may sound like hype except these are real numbers real

millionaires have been created in the past 5 years thanks to bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies

and now you can invest and profit from these unbelievable wealth growers this book will show

you a step by step process how you can buy sell and profit from cryptocurrency even if you

don t know the difference between a bitcoin and a blockchain it s that easy this isn t 2012

when buying cryptocurrency involved jumping over multiple hurdles just to get a piece of the

pie it s never been so simple to be a part of the cryptocurrency market cryptocurrency

beginners bible teaches you the fundamentals behind the technology that backs up

cryptocurrency page 24 how you can buy bitcoin ethereum and other cryptocurrencies in less

than 15 minutes page 37 an analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of 13 different

cryptocurrencies page 42 how to safely store your new crypto assets page 86 where to get

your information regarding cryptocurrency if you want to avoid pitfalls page 96 a real life

money saving case study of what not to do when buying an altcoin page 107 but aren t

cryptocurrencies risky like any investment they carry certain risks that s why we ve created

this book to help you stay informed and armed with the best knowledge possible broken down

into easy digestible language reduce your risk and learn the safest way to buy store and profit

from cryptocurrency see how you can benefit from this incredible opportunity all for the price

of your daily coffee order now to begin making money today p s remember cryptocurrency is

the number one investment in terms of returns over the past 7 years download cryptocurrency

beginners bible to discover how you can be a part of the world s fastest growing market

Anonymous Cryptocurrencies 2014-06-13

worldwide 1 8 billion people earn their living in the black market the black market accounts for

23 of the global gdp the vast majority of the global black market is currently conducted in cash

but a new slate of anonymous cryptocurrencies offers to give greater speed and security to

black market transactions darknet marketplaces like the silk road already conduct billions of
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dollars in transactions and growth looks likely to continue outside the black market people are

becoming more concerned with their online privacy following edward snowden s disclosures of

invasive nsa surveillance bitcoin users are becoming aware that they are not truly anonymous

and are turning their attention to anonymous cryptocurrencies with finite supplies and growing

demand the valuation for these anonymous cryptocurrencies could skyrocket the future looks

bright for anonymous cryptocurrencies anonymous cryptocurrencies is the first and most

comprehensive book published about the emerging space of anonymous currencies the book

starts with the global trends pushing up the valuation of these altcoins including the growth of

the global black market countercyclicality of the black market and hedging ability of these

currencies and the rise of darknet marketplaces and online gambling the book then looks at

each of the major anonymous cryptocurrency contenders including darkcoin drk x11coin xc

fedoracoin tips dark wallet zerocoin zerocash anoncoin anc neutrino ntr razorcoin rzr cryptcoin

crypt safecoin safe cloakcoin cloak libertycoin xlb vericoin vrc blackcoin bc pinkcoin pc

navajocoin sum2 vootcoin voot cryptonote monero xmr bytecoin bcn ducknote xdn fantomcoin

fcn quazarcoin qcn boolberry bbr monetaverde mcn aeon aeon the book finishes with

methods of staying anonymous while using these cryptocurrencies and an analysis of who

might win the race to become the worlds first widely adopted anonymous cryptocurrency 1

bestseller in all three of its amazon categories listed in futures magazine s top 10 books for

traders this summer world s first documented book to be sold on a decentralized marketplace

this book was formerly titled black market cryptocurrencies for people wishing to purchase the

book pseudoanonymously using bitcoins it is for sale on willmartin com

Summary of Paul Vigna & Michael J. Casey's The Truth

Machine 2022-07-24T22:59:00Z

please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 the most

subversive anti authoritarian idea in finance is a ledger bitcoin released in 2009 by a person

or persons using the pseudonym satoshi nakamoto was designed to be an end around to the

banks and governments that have for centuries been the guardians of our financial systems 2
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ledgers are record keeping devices that help deal with the problems of complexity and trust

they help us keep track of all the multiple exchanges that make up society without them the

giant teeming cities of twenty first century society would not exist 3 the blockchain is a digital

ledger that is decentralized and it is this feature that allows peer to peer transactions to take

place the distributed nature of the blockchain ledger makes it virtually impossible for anyone

to change the historical record once it has been accepted 4 the breakdown of trust in the

banking sector and the subsequent financial crisis was a result of a vast manipulation of

ledgers the recorded value of the assets those ledgers were supposed to track turned out to

be largely vapor

Stories about Bitcoin (Black and White Edition) 2017-09-02

if you are interested in the topics of bitcoin and cryptocurrency then this book is for you also it

s a great gift for your friends this book contains 32 funny and surprising stories of real people

and their experiences with bitcoin some stories are based on risk takers the brave and bold

investors that will motivate you to get started on bitcoins some stories are precautionary and

will give you a heads up on things to look out for and things to avoid others are sad stories

that will teach you a thing or two about safety online or offline these stories are entertaining

educative and motivational they are true life experiences of bitcoin users across the world

enjoy reading and make a great gift to your friends this bitcoin book available in 3 editions

kindle edition special discount pricing 2 99 regularly priced 4 99 paperback full color edition 19

99 regularly priced 28 99 paperback black and white edition 15 99 regularly priced 20 99

select the appropriate format you just click on buy now with 1 click satisfaction is 100

guaranteed today only for 19 99 12 99 scroll up and start enjoying this amazing deal instantly

c 2017 all rights reserved tags bitcoin mining crypto currency ethereum mining ethereum buy

bitcoin ethereum miner bitcoin book ethereum coin ethereum book bitcoin guidebook bitcoin

2017 buy bitcoins how to buy bitcoin bitcoin mining case mining bitcoin bitcoin gold ethereum

investing understanding bitcoin bitcoin ebook crypto currency trading asics bitcoin miner crypto

terrestrials ethereum currency bitcoin trezor how to bitcoin bitcoin investing bitcoin befuddled
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bitcoin blockchain blockchain bitcoin bitcoin textbook crypto success bitcoin miner book

ethereum mining book bitcoin mining book bitcoin crypto currencies crypto investing bitcoin for

dummies ethereum kindle bitcoin products crypto squad bitcoin mining 2017 bitcoin trading

bitcoin basics bitcoin buy bitcoin brilliance crypto trading bitcoin technology bitcoin 2016

banking on bitcoin bitcoin exchange bitcoin and cryptocurrency technologies getting bitcoin

bitcoin beginner

Cryptocurrency 2018-01-15

take this book and discover everything you need to know about cryptocurrency before

investing in it ever wondered what contributed to the bitcoin boom it has taken away the

global market by a boom within a short span of time it has crossed some major milestones

and you might be wondering how it all started apart from the fact that bitcoins are

decentralized the fact that it was the first cryptocurrency to work on blockchain technology

contributed to its success blockchain technology is something that most major systems in the

world will have to depend on in the near future and we will take a look at it in detail below in

this ebook we will take a look at the major cryptocurrency bitcoin how popular alternatives like

etherium are the way to go if you are looking to make money through cryptocurrency how

blockchain technology works and how you could make the best investments we will take a

look at all that you need to know about cryptocurrencies itself and how they can differ from

each other would you like to know more

TRUTH BEHIND THE CRYPTO. 2022

if you think bitcoin is just a game for the guys or the smart investors think again the first time

you heard about bitcoin you probably thought what we did sounds like sci fi nonsense and is

probably a total scam but then we started to do our own research a lot of research we

discovered some truths about the economy and that there is a financial revolution happening

we realized we needed to share what we ve learned it s time that women understand and get

in on the greatest financial transfer of wealth that the world has ever seen this book is for the
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woman who is curious about the power of bitcoin cares about making keeping and growing

her money wants to buy but is nervous about making a mistake thinks it is a scam but is just

open minded enough is ready to take control of her financial future most women didn t get

much of a financial education when they were growing up but we can t afford to shy away

from bitcoin because it seems a little scary or confusing the world is changing and we have a

real opportunity to take control of our economic destiny in this fast paced fun and easy read

we ll tell you what you need to know don t wait get it today

Smart Bitches Buy Bitcoin 2021-05

altcoins alternative to bitcoin are starting to get traction after the masses started to accept

bitcoin as a new currency people became open to another possible substitute to it looking at

coin market cap you can see that the valuation for altcoins increased in the past few days

ethereum still holds the number 2 spot and the top 10 are interchangeable with ripple bitcoin

cash cardano litecoin nem iota stellar and dash the market moves really fast and those that

are in top 20 neo tron monero eos icon bitcoin gold qtum ethereum classic railblock lisk now

can move without us realizing what i am saying is you might have missed bitcoin but it isn t

too late you can start studying these altcoins and bag full of cash there will be many ico that

are coming out so prepare your wallet and do a wise decision i did the reading compiled them

and analyzed so i can give you an easy to understand book bitcoin is hard to beat and i do

not know if that will ever happen but one thing i am sure you can make money with altcoins i

did get to know the exchange rate of other altcoins make a careful analysis get to know the

methods and process of securing your crypto data make loads of money if you don t want to

get left behind i will remind you once and for all get this book while it s early

Altcoins 2018-01-13

if you want to know the story of cryptocurrencies and learn how to handle them then keep

reading how many times have you tried to find out about the true history of cryptocurrencies

how many times have you heard of it but have received different versions and opinions
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without receiving a clear overview of what they are and how they work would you like to try

using cryptocurrencies but don t know where to start reading this book made up of two texts

one of a historical nature and the other consisting of a manual you will learn the history of

cryptocurrencies the principles behind blockchains the strengths and weaknesses of

blockchains and cryptocurrencies to manage cryptocurrencies from a practical point of view

even if today the topic may seem difficult don t worry the two texts were written for beginners

and in a language that aims to be simple and understandable buy this book now

Cryptocurrency for Dummies 2019-12-29

you ve come to the right place this is a 3 book bundle book 1 the bitcoin buzz has actually

exploded and it s still an excellent chance to invest in or purchase cryptocurrencies for how

long it will last no one understands however if you understand what you re doing you can

absolutely increase your earnings this book exists to direct you to make the right choices it

focuses particularly on the business side of it and whether you can make a return on a

financial investment book 2 individuals have actually been discussing it for a while now they

used to state that it s a fraud it s for geeks or it will vanish in a year or more well now a few

of those doubters have actually signed up with the mining and trading game themselves and

the unfortunate thing is many individuals point out all the get rich quick elements of a routine

discussion however none of those gossipers have the mind to do something about it and

begin reading more about it that s due to the fact that they do not understand how to do it if

you invest you constantly need more understanding otherwise you re simply throwing your

cash at the wall so to assist you on your journey to comprehend the increase of this

phenomenon this book has been created book 3 bitcoin has actually made many individuals

abundant still a few of those very individuals encourage you not to purchase bitcoin a few of

them have important recommendations others just share their stories and let you draw your

own conclusions what is a secret they share did they simply get in at the correct time or is it

still possible to do the exact same thing later why if it is such a great chance isn t everybody

doing it well the truth is some are but it makes you wonder are the others merely scared or is
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there really more to it

The End of Money 2017

starting using and profiting from cryptocurrency today cryptocurrency is revolutionizing banking

finance and commerce whether you are an investor trader developer entrepreneur or

merchant your world is about to change whether that change is for the better is up to you

merchants and investors learn what cryptocurrency is and how you can use it before your

competition does end users and traders take control of your finances in ways you never could

before everyone understand and be a part of the cryptocurrency revolution before it passes

you by get three entry level cryptocurrency guides in one book understanding bitcoinethereum

a primerandcryptocurrency a primer understanding bitcoin a bitcoin user s guide for everyone

understanding bitcoin is your guide to the world s first and most popular cryptocurrency you ll

not only learn what bitcoin is and what makes it such a game changer you ll learn the basics

of buying spending and transacting without falling into the traps that snare so many new

bitcoin users you will learn where to find an exchange and what to never do when you use

one how use bitcoin to buy items on amazon without using gift cards the truth about bitcoin

mining that most other books won t tell you what not to do if you want to keep your

transactions as private as possible whether you should invest in bitcoin or avoid it at all costs

and much more ethereum a primer second chances don t come often don t miss this one you

ve heard about bitcoin you ve read the stories of those who ve invested pocket change and

earned thousands or millions you think you ve missed the boat that the days of moonshot

returns are gone they re not of the literally hundreds of cryptocurrencies in existence now one

has the potential to duplicate or even surpass bitcoin s revolutionary impact it is the smarter

better bitcoin it is ethereum but what is it how is it different from bitcoin what makes it the 2

cryptocurrency in the world find out now answers you will find in this book what is ethereum

who created it and why what makes ethereum better than bitcoin what makes it valuable how

and where do you buy and more cryptocurrency a primer start profiting from cryptocurrency

you ve heard the names bitcoin ethereum maybe even dogecoin but what are they where did
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they come from and why are they so valuable cryptocurrency a primer will explain exactly

what you need to know in a simple conversational style with easy to understand language

inside you ll discover which cryptocurrencies are worth holding regardless of price where to

purchase cryptocurrencies and what you should never do after you buy which currencies are

better than bitcoin and why what are the key differences between the popular altcoins and

which cryptocurrency niche is about to take off

Bitcoin 2019-11-05

have you noticed that we live in turbulent economic times additionally are you aware that the

gravity of the wars around the world in the last one hundred years depended on our money

and the different theories of how our money should be managed in our current world all the

local population can do while managing their place in the economic cycle is sit and watch in

horror while the debate about economics and war is conducted by governments on their

behalf in 2008 the financial system broke catastrophically many millions of people s lives were

turned upside down they blamed the banks for acting irresponsibly and formed the occupy

wall street movement much was said but on the surface not much has changed what could

even be done in 2009 in the shadows of this great crisis a new technology emerged to

become the most profitable asset of the century bitcoin the value of a single bitcoin grew

exponentially in value from less than a cent in 2010 to 20 000 in 2017 why is this new

technology so potent it gives us the ordinary people the opportunity to take our power back

from the creation of bitcoin by the mysterious satoshi nakamoto to the use of hot and cold

wallets to the future of blockchain technology through sharing her story in truth decay dentist

and business owner victoria collette jones reveals what bitcoin is how it works how you can

use it in your personal and business life and most importantly why it matters this could

change the world will you change with it what you will learn in truth decay how money really

works what bitcoin is how to use it the difference between bitcoin and other blockchain

technologies how this new technology is shaping up to change our future how it can help you

protect your wealth from hyperinflation preserve your purchasing power build resilience in your
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business escape the dysfunctional systems of the past make the vital decision that now needs

to be made by all of humanity

Understanding Cryptocurrency 2017-10-28

why do some people almost always make money in the cryptocurrency market you ve

probably seen bitcoin prices fell by more than 50 since the start of the year you re thinking

that the market has seen its best days and there s no more money to be made in crypto well

think again you see cryptocurrency has been here before the market has seen big losses in

small spaces of time but the major thing people overlook is these losses are always followed

by even bigger gains because cryptocurrency now has more mainstream adoption than ever

and what you may not know is private investments in blockchain companies have increased

by 800 in the past 12 months tech giants like amazon may even launch their own

cryptocurrency by the end of the year how do i know this because amazoncryptocurrency com

was registered by amazon s legal department in late 2017 you see the investment

opportunities in cryptocurrency and blockchain technology go way beyond bitcoin ethereum

and even altcoins traditional blockchain securities have huge opportunity that almost no one is

talking about and no this is not just blindly throwing money at every individual stock with

blockchain or crypto in the name we won t be repeating the mistakes we saw in the dotcom

boom in cryptocurrency what the world s best blockchain investors know that you don t you

will discover find out if you are paying as much as 50 more for bitcoin than you should page

45 how this little known secret allowed one wall street fund to produce gains of 12 in a bad

market page 35 the only place you can openly trade stocks and cryptocurrency side by side

page 59 the 3 biggest red flags to watch out for before investing in an ico page 29 the answer

to the big ethereum question investors have been asking page 42 how to invest in publicly

traded blockchain companies using your regular brokerage account page 73 what bitcoin

futures really mean for the market page 48 and much much more aren t cryptocurrencies risky

like any investment they carry a certain amount of risk but cryptocurrencies are now more

legitimate than ever even jp morgan ceo jamie dimon who once called bitcoin a fraud said he
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now believes in the technology behind it in fact one hedge fund ceo was quoted as saying the

cryptocurrency game hasn t even started yet and cryptocurrency and blockchain technology is

making more new millionaires now than any other field of investment so if you re looking to

take advantage of the biggest asset class in recent history then click add to cart to receive

your book instantly

Truth Decay How Bitcoin Fixes This: Unveiling the Path to

Financial Freedom 2020-03-18

the blockchain revolution has arrived and is here to stay remember how fast smart phones

evolved and these days if you do not have one you feel you arer missing out blockchain

technology which fuels cryptocurrency is a revolution at the same level as smart phones once

was did you know that a 100 investment in a cryptocurrency could have made you over 400

000 this book blockchain is an in depth guide on blockchain technology and cryptocurrency

including bitcoin you will be amazed what is uncovered in this book discover all thеrе іѕ to

knоw аbоut the blосkсhаіn revolution lіkе many аѕ bitcoin rоѕе tо рrоmіnеnсе i

decided tо stay оn thе ѕіdеlіnеѕ wіthіn a short tіmе this оnе сrурtосurrеnсу

сlіmbеd in vаluе tо new highs each аnd еvеrу mоnth i wоuld look at hоw much a

ѕіnglе bitcoin wаѕ trаdіng fоr аnd think tо myself i wіѕh i had іnvеѕtеd еаrlіеr

twо уеаrѕ ago i dіd ѕоmе rеѕеаrсh аnd concluded thаt there іѕ still money tо be

mаdе tоdау аnd іn thе уеаr 2017 i m рrоud tо ѕау thаt thеrе іѕ ѕtіll a lоt оf

рrоfіt left on thе tаblе fоr those that wіѕh tо еntеr thе dіgіtаl есоnоmу thе

intention of this bооk is tо give уоu a ѕummаrу on thе world of сrурtосurrеnсіеѕ

аnd tо provide уоu with аll of thе basic іnfоrmаtіоn thаt уоu nееd to gеt invested

аnd bе able tо рrоvіdе a better есоnоmіс futurе fоr you аnd уоur fаmіlу wе are

thе рrесірісе of a rеvоlutіоn in thе wау thе wоrld trеаtѕ thе mоnеtаrу policy as

a whole there will bе rаріd сhаngеѕ іn thе соmіng уеаrѕ and you will want tо bе

аn early аdорtеr оf what іѕ sure to bе a grеаt ѕоurсе of іnсоmе for thе few that

dесіdе to learn аbоut thе dіgіtаl есоnоmу аnd gеt a head ѕtаrt continue rеаdіng
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аnd you will dіѕсоvеr thе ѕесrеt undеrgrоund есоnоmу аrіѕіng іn the fоrm оf

сrурtосurrеnсіеѕ thе tесhnоlоgу mіght seem complicated іt mіght appear оut оf

уоur area of expertise but thе truth іѕ thаt this nісhе market іѕ nоt thаt difficult tо

undеrѕtаnd аnd with mу explanations уоu wіll hаvе a сlеаr рісturе оf hоw the

digital economy works tоdау hоw to рrоfіt frоm іt and whеrе іt is gоіng іn thе future

in thіѕ bооk yоu wіll fіnd an explanation оf blосkсhаіn tесhnоlоgу dеѕіgnеd fоr

bеgіnnеrѕ аnd wrіttеn by аn еxреrt tірѕ and strategies to earn rеаl іnсоmе

thrоugh blockchain bасkеd сurrеnсіеѕ a guіdе dеѕіgnеd аrоund thе соnсерt оf

teaching оthеrѕ hоw tо rеаlіzе profits frоm cryptocurrencies a lіѕt оf thе bеѕt

сurrеnсіеѕ to іnvеѕt in wіth advice about where to ѕtаrt аnd hоw tо mаkе thе

grеаtеѕt роѕѕіblе рrоfіt a detailed explanation of hоw tо сrеаtе a mіnіng rіg

аlоng with everything you nееd tо know аbоut the hardware аnd components іnсludіng

thе аѕѕосіаtеd costs

Cryptocurrency 2018-02-08

if you want to know the story of cryptocurrencies and learn how to handle them then keep

reading how many times have you tried to find out about the true history of cryptocurrencies

how many times have you heard of it but have received different versions and opinions

without receiving a clear overview of what they are and how they work would you like to try

using cryptocurrencies but don t know where to start reading this book made up of two texts

one of a historical nature and the other consisting of a manual you will learn the history of

cryptocurrencies the principles behind blockchains the strengths and weaknesses of

blockchains and cryptocurrencies to manage cryptocurrencies from a practical point of view

even if today the topic may seem difficult don t worry the two texts were written for beginners

and in a language that aims to be simple and understandable buy this book now
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Blockchain: Uncovering Blockchain Technology,

Cryptocurrencies, Bitcoin and the Future of Money

2017-11-13

Cryptocurrency for Beginners 2020-10-11
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